Abstract. The Sierpinski curve X admits a homeomorphism with a dense orbit. However, X is not minimal and does not admit an expansive homeomorphism.
Statement of the theorem
A Sierpinski curve is a subset of the 2-sphere 5 that remains after removing from S the interiors of a null sequence of mutually disjoint closed disks whose union is dense in S.
This construction of the Sierpinski curve X is in fact a characterization of it; the Sierpinski curve thus constructed is unique [15] . For basic definitions we refer the reader to [8] . During the 1992 Spring Topology Conference several questions regarding the dynamics of the Sierpinski curve were raised. We note that, as is well known, the Sierpinski curve does not admit a nontrivial flow. The following theorem gives a solution to these problems. Theorem 1. Let X be the Sierpinski curve. Then:
(1) X admits a transitive homeomorphism, but (2) X is not minimal, and (3) X does not admit an expansive homeomorphism.
Statement (2) answers a question by Gottschalk [7] . Fact (3) has already been observed by Kato [11] . The short proof provided here is in the same spirit as the proof of (2). Other interesting results regarding expansive homeomorphisms on curves can be found in [10] . The statements will be proved in the order (2), (3), (1).
Proof of Theorem 1. (2) Suppose / : X -* X is a homeomorphism. We shall prove that / is not minimal by exhibiting a nonempty proper closed subset of X that is invariant under /. Note that X has two types of circles, namely, separating and nonseparating ones. The nonseparating circles are the boundaries of the removed disks. The union of the nonseparating circles is a (nonclosed) invariant subset. Since / permutes the boundaries of the complementary domains of X in S, we can extend / to a homeomorphism F : S -► 5. Now, consider the decomposition 2 of S whose nondegenerate elements are the closures of the complementary domains. Since the nondegenerate elements form a null sequence, the decomposition 2 is upper semicontinuous [14] . The resulting quotient space Y is homeomorphic with the 2-sphere 5 [12] . Let us denote by / the homeomorphism of Y onto itself that is induced by F. From the Lefschetz fixed-point theorem [6, Theorem XVI, 3.4] , the map / has a periodic point. In particular, T has a nonempty proper closed subset that is invariant under /. It follows that F , and also /, is not minimal. This completes the proof of (2).
(3) Suppose / : X -► X is an expansive homeomorphism. Since no circle admits an expansive homeomorphism [9] , no nonseparating circle is invariant under a power of /. Hence, for a given nonseparating circle C, f(C) n fm(C) = 0 for all integers n ^ m. Since there are only finitely many "large" nonseparating circles, for any e > 0, there exists an N such that diaxn(fn(C)) < e for \n\ > N. It follows that / cannot be expansive.
(1) Besicovitch [2] has shown that there exists a homeomorphism of the open annulus with a dense orbit which preserves the radial lines. Hence it extends over the closed annulus A . The annulus can be seen as a subset of 5 obtained by removing two disks. Our goal is to insert a null sequence of mutually disjoint closed disks whose union is dense in A. After removing the interiors of the inserted disks we end up with the Sierpinski curve together with the required homeomorphism. Let / : A -> A be a homeomorphism as above, and let x be a point such that the orbit {fn(x)}nez is dense in A . Put x" = f(x) for neZ.
We shall construct an inverse sequence Xn of copies of 5". We think of Xo and Xx as 5 with the annulus A as a closed subset. Let ^ be a foliation consisting of radial line segments emanating from the point xo. Suppose X" has been constructed. Assume first that n is even and greater than 0. We will insert a disk at the point xn/2 ■ Write n/2 = m. In case n is odd a similar construction inserts a disk at the point x_("+i)/2 • Let &m be the foliation emanating from xm that is obtained by transporting the foliation % by fm . Hence each leaf of &m is a half-open arc which can be labeled with a real number a between 0 and 2%. Let Xn+X be the space obtained from the disjoint union of X" \ {xm} and a disk Dm by compactifying the leaf with number a with the point with argument a on the boundary of Dm for each a e [0, 2%). Let qn : X"+x -* X" be the natural quotient map which identifies Dm to the point xm . Let X^ = \\m.(Xn, qn), and let q be the natural projection X^ -» Xq . Note that the decomposition {q~x(x)\x e S} has only countably many nondegenerate elements which form a null sequence of disks. For convenience we will denote the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition also by Dm . It can be seen that this decomposition is shrinkable, and hence q is a near homeomorphism [4, p. 23] . Hence, X,*, is homeomorphic with 5.
Observe that the continuum obtained by deleting the interiors of the inserted disks Dm from q~x(A) is a Sierpinski curve X. The required map / on X will be induced by the map / as follows. Note that the map / can be defined in a natural manner away from the null sequence {Dm}. Each point with argument a in the boundary of Dm is in the closure of a unique leaf La of !?m . Let /(a) be the unique point in the boundary of the disc T>m+X which is in the closure of the leaf f(La \ IJnez^n) ■ Tnis defines the required homeomorphism /. D Remark 1. It seems likely that results by Oxtoby and Ulam [13] can be modified to obtain a homeomorphism of the 2-sphere S with a dense orbit and a dense set of periodic points. In fact, the existence of such a homeomorphism was announced by Beverly Brechner at the Joint Summer Research Conference on Continuum Theory and Dynamical Systems held at Humboldt State University in 1989. Using this homeomorphism in the construction above yields a transitive homeomorphism of the Sierpinski curve with a dense set of periodic points. By a recent result of Banks et al. [1] , such a homeomorphism must have sensitive dependence on initial conditions and, hence, is chaotic in the sense of Devaney [5] . Using Cannon's characterization of the higher-dimensional Sierpinski curves [3] , appropriate generalizations to higher dimensions are also possible.
We end with Problem 1. Do the results of Theorem 1 and Remark 1 also hold for the Menger curve?
